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ARTICLE FOR MAZHAIKALAM MOVIE

MAZHAIKALAM

The new upcoming movie for the year 2012 in kollywood industry Produced by      A.Yesudasan and
M V Rajan for A R Screen Pvt. Ltd, the film is being directed by S Deepan, who has worked as an
assistant director with Supergood Films. The film has cast by  Sreeram and Saranya Nag (Acted in
Kadhal) in lead roles along with Ganja Karuppu and others. Music composed by Prem Anand and
Rerecording (RR) by Johnson

The song lyrics was penned by Ponnadiyar , Na. Muthukumar, Nandhalal, Egadhasi and Annai
Saravanan .The audio was released R B Choudry of Supergood Films and was received by the
students of Chennai Arts College in the presence of Henry and director Jananathan.

This film is directed by the S. Deepan and Padhmanabhan. Premanand has scored the music for
this film. Editing is by Raja Mohammad and cinematography is by Akilan. Stunts and dances are
choreographed by Peraanmai Michael.

Mazhaikalam is based on a real life incident. The storyline of the film is based on a love story and
the relationship between two young lovers and how a doubt causes lot of trauma and damage to
their relationship and whether and how things get sorted.

The film commenced at the Santhome Church in Chennai and also in Pondicherry. Mazhaikalam is
an effort of director Deepan. Though he is new to direction, he has gained vast experience by
assisting several directors especially those who have worked with Super Good Films. Mazhaikalam
stars Sri Ram, a Koothupattarai student who will be making his acting debut, and Saranya of Kadhal
fame.

This is a love story with a suspense factor involved. Since the storyline of Mazhaikalam revolves in
Chennai and Pondicherry, the film was shot entirely in these locations. Johnson has scored the
background music for Mazhaikalam while        Prem Anand has composed music for songs.

Deepan the director for the film says that the film is based on a true-life incident that took place at
the Chennai School of Arts. A former principal of the school gave the information about the incident.
The thing required for writing the screenplay was gathered from the articles he has written. The film
itself has been shot on the school campus with its students acting in it.

The director also adds that we wanted to have maestro Ilayaraja to do background score but busy
as he was he could not give them call-sheets. Hence, they had approached renowned Malayalam
music director Johnson Master. He had taken one week to compose the background music. Sadly
he passed away a few days after finishing this assignment,

The Mazhaikalam Tamil Movie Audio Launch was held on 12th Jan 2012. The first copy is released
by R B Chowdary and it is received by Director Jananathan. The same day the movie trailer was
also launched.

So we wish our first project will come to a success for every one and also this film will be a
milestone for all our crew members. We also planed to release the movie by march 2012
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I also thank all our crew members who worker in our movie who helped us a lot for finishing the
movie.
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Name: Yesudasan, Producer of this film

http://www.mazhaikalam.com/
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